NOTES:
1. THIS IS A COMPUTER GENERATED DWG. DO NOT REVISE BY HAND.
2. DIMENSIONS WILL VARY ±3% DUE TO VARIATIONS IN MULTIPLE
   MOLDS & CONDITIONS PREVALENT DURING MANUFACTURE & USAGE.
3. NO MOLDED IN GALLONAGE MARKERS THIS TANK.
4. FOR INNER TANK DTLS SEE COMPUTER FILE NO. 2004400, TITLE
   "4400 GALLON INNER SAFE-TANK" FOR ASSEMBLY DTLS SEE
   COMPUTER FILE NO. 2004400A, TITLE, "4400 GALLON SAFE-TANK
   ASSEMBLY."

CALCULATED CAPACITY
VOLUME IN U.S. GALLONS
4594

CONFIDENTIAL PROPERTY OF
POLY PROCESSING COMPANY
NOT FOR REPRINT OR USE
WITHOUT PERMISSION

DWG TITLE
4400 GALLON OUTER SAFE-TANK/
4950 GALLON OPEN TOP TANK

SCALE: 3/8"=1'-0"

D. Rector

REV "B" ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 4/16/03 CK-JB
REV "A" REDRAWN SHOWING MOLD MODIFICATIONS BY MBW 5/15/02 CK-JB
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